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Chapter 261: The Jade Emperor Is Alerted! 

"I am all prepared! Today, there will be a storm in the Red Envelope Group! Wahahaha…." Chen turned 

on his shopping mood and bought a few boxes of WaHaHa Hi Cal Milk, spicy sticks and tones of 

sausages. He managed to fit all these items in three big Red Envelopes. Every member in the group will 

definitely not return empty-handed. 

There will definitely be tones of Red Envelope for Chen to snatch! He could sense that tonight will be a 

night of receiving. After dinner, Chen ran back to his room. He took a deep breath, cracked his fingers, 

loosened up his neck, moved around, applied some eye-drops and did some eye exercises as well. After 

that, Chen entered Zen mode. 

"Red Envelopes! Here I come!" 

Chen opened his Red Envelope Group chat. All the other members were already online. 

God Erlang: What time is it now? Why is God Chen not online yet? I’m hungry and thirsty! 

Yanwang: Chen Xiaobei, I beg you to come online now! I have been waiting for so damn long! 

Shennong: I heard that God Chen would be giving out spicy sticks! Let me join you guys as well! 

NeZha: Hehe! He will be giving out my favorite drink as well! (Applause) I have prepared a big Red 

Envelope for him to snatch! Come online if you want it! 

Granny Rong: Members of the Little Apple Dancing Group are online as well! We’re waiting for the 

captain to go online! 

Monkey King: Why is my brother not online yet? I have plucked quite a bit of furs from my body to give 

out later! 

God Chejiao: Haha! Your monkey fur is good stuff! (Rubbing hands) 

Duan Yu: Master Wei, you won’t lie to me right? You told me that the WaHaHa High Cal Milk could make 

my goddess happy. She did not talk to me for quite a number of days! I’m sad now! 

Wei Xiaobao: Don’t worry! I used a bottle of WaHaHa High Cal milk to flirt with some girl last time! Now, 

she is my eighth wife! Just wait for God Chen to come online! 

Everyone: God Chen…Please come online now!!! We are all waiting for you! Can you hear our cries? 

Chen: Don’t worry! Don’t worry! I’m online now! 

NeZha: Wow! God Chen is finally online! 

Chen: I have prepared three big Red Envelopes today! Do you guys want me to send it out one by one, 

or send it out all at once? 

Everyone: All at once! It will be more exciting! 
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Chen: Okay! Then I shall send it out all at once! Ready…! 

Ding! 

[Chen Xiaobei has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

Ding! 

[Chen Xiaobei has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

Ding! 

[Chen Xiaobei has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

Monkey King: My brother is so generous! Everyone! Let’s do the same as well! 

Ding! 

[Monkey King has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

Ding! 

[NeZha has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

Ding! 

[Yanwang has sent a Red Envelope to the chat group!] 

...….. 

Within a second, everyone sent out the Red Envelopes that they had prepared earlier. The notifications 

of Red Envelope being sent to the group kept popping up on Chen’s cellphone. He couldn’t even see the 

senders of the Red Envelopes. Then, he started to tap on his cellphone like a maniac. It went really 

smoothly for Chen. Tonnes of Red Envelope were flooded to the group. Also, Chen’s luck contributed to 

the continuous snatching process as well. 

Double Kill! 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the Monkey King! You have received five 

Monkey Furs of Prosperity! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the God Chejiao! You have received a manual 

called; God Strength King Kong Kick! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

"Damn! I just received five more monkey furs! Let me use the one that I have left inside my treasure 

chest! I will cover the cost once I snatch a few more Red Envelopes!" 

After some thought, Chen took out the Monkey Fur of Prosperity from his treasure chest! 

"Monkey fur! Monkey fur! I want two more extra hands!" 



Chen blew at the fur, and its effect was triggered. He was smarter this time. What he did was to ask for 

two more hands, instead of arms! Then, the four of his hands started to tap on the cellphone screen at 

lightning speed. This time it was a quintuple kill! 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the Duan Yu! You have received a book called; 

Lightning Step! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from Zhang, the Great Priest! You have received a 

packet of Great Priest Beans! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the NeZha! You have received the Bone of 

Black Dragon! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the Yanwang! You have received ten Unholy 

Spirit Pills! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

Ding! 

[Congratulation! You have snatched a Red Envelope from the Shennong! You have received ten bags of 

Fairy Fertilizer! It has been stored inside your treasure chest!] 

"DAMN!!! Quintuple kill!!! This is my first time attaining such an achievement! One monkey fur and five 

times the return! So much profit! Wahahaha!" Towards the end of Red Envelope snatching session, 

Chen was still really happy and excited. On the other hand, other members of the group were cheering 

happily as well. All of them had managed to snatch at least one item from Chen. It was a happy ending! 

Suddenly, there was a voice of dissatisfaction ringing out in the group. 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: NeZha! You are such a bad son! Come to Heavenly King Hall to meet me 

now! (Angry emoji) 

NeZha: I’m not coming! Do you really think that I’m that stupid? I will definitely be beaten up by you 

again! (Tongue-sticking-out emoji) 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: How do you know that I’m going to beat you up? You son of a bitch! I’m 

so angry right now! 

NeZha: Sister Chang’e! Sister Zhinv! Sister Zhixia! Seven goddesses…Please come and rescue me! My dad 

is so fierce! (Crying emoji) 

Chang’e: Lee the Heavenly King, what is going on? Why do you want to beat up NeZha all of a sudden? 

Zhinv: Lee the Heavenly King, must violence be the solution? NeZha is still young. You might hurt him 

badly. 



Zhixia: You are not allowed to beat up my little brother! 

Seven goddesses: Not allowed to beat him! Not allowed to beat him! 

"Damn! This NeZha is quite good with the pretty ladies! Being adorable is definitely a good thing! Pretty 

ladies like cute stuff!" Chen was looking at his cellphone. It was kind of exciting, watching the drama 

unfolding between them. The items that he had snatched just now can be looked at later. 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: Goddesses, you don’t have to defend him! Hear me out and you will 

know why I want to beat up my son! He went into my vault secretly and stole my most precious item! 

Jade Emperor: Eh? Are you talking about that item? 

Chen’s curiosity was at its peak. 

"Damn! What the hell?! The Jade Emperor is alerted!" 
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Chapter 262: My Sifu Is Giving Something Big To Me 

Bull Demon King: What is that? Is it really that important? 

Wei Xiaobao: Tell me now! I really want to know what that is! 

Everyone: What is that? What is that? 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: This incident happened sixty-eight thousand years ago. The Black Dragon 

was making a big scene at four different seas! He feasted on thousands of water dragons. Killing tonnes 

of water species! It was a grave crime! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: God Erlang and I led eighty thousand of heavenly soldiers to battle the 

Black Dragon. After few months of battling, we finally managed to defeat it! After seeking the approval 

from the Jade Emperor, we were allowed to send this monster to the Guillotine of Deities to execute 

him! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: After that, its body was turned into a spiritual bone structure through 

alchemical processes. It can be considered the most valuable material in all of three realms! The most 

important thing is that the demonic Qi from the Black Dragon is not entirely cleansed yet! The one who 

uses it might get controlled by the Demonic Qi if the person is not powerful enough. 

God Erlang: What he said is true! This is not something to mess around with! The one who got it just 

now, please return it to us immediately! 

Monkey King: I’m not going to argue with Three Eyed Boy on this matter! No one should touch that 

thing! Things will turn really ugly once the Demonic Qi gets a hold of you! 

Chang’e: NeZha, you have made a huge mistake! Even I can’t help you this time. 

Goddesses: NeZha, please ask that person to return the Black Dragon Bone to your father. If not, we 

won’t be able to help you get out of this colossal mistake. 
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NeZha: It’s embarrassing to ask for my gift back! (Pursing lips) Let me check my history to see who 

snatched my Red Envelope just now. 

...….. 

"This…This…What should I do now?" Chen was in a dilemma. He was the one who received Black Dragon 

Bone just now. One second ago, he was excited about scoring something this powerful and precious. 

Now, he is required to return it to its owner! No one in their right mind will return it! 

NeZha: I found it. God Chen was the one who snatched my Red Envelope just now! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: God Chen. This is something serious. Please return it to me immediately. 

God Erlang: God Chen. Don’t pretend that you are not here. We know that you are still online. 

Jade Emperor: God Chen! Please reply once you see the message! The Demonic Qi from the Black 

Dragon Bone is not something that you can handle! 

...….. 

"What the hell is this Demonic Qi? They are trying to use lies to take back their precious item! All I need 

to do is buy a packet of cigarette and ask The Grand Supreme Laotzu to eliminate the Demonic Qi with 

his Heavenly Pill Making Furnace! 

"Also, I have used up all my luck to get something this precious! There’s no way I will return it to them!" 

Chen frowned and made up his mind. Luck and charm will cause great ripples for a moment in time. 

After that, they will not disappear, but their effects will not be trigger anymore. 

In other words, Chen had just used up the luck that he gained after killing Liu to acquire the Black 

Dragon Bone. Asking him to return it will be a cruel thing to do! Suddenly, Chen saw a message that 

managed to brighten up his mood. 

The Prime of Tongtian: The Red Envelope that has been given out is like the water that you pour on to 

the ground! You can’t just take it back like that! 

NeZha: That’s right! Even I feel embarrassed asking for it back from God Chen. 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: Good day, The Prime of Tongtian! (Boot licking face) I think that you 

know the Demonic Qi from the Black Dragon Bone is extremely dangerous towards human beings, right? 

The Prime of Tongtian: Are you saying that I’m not powerful enough to clear that Demonic Qi? 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: Nonono…Clearing the Demonic Qi should be an easy job for you. 

The Prime of Tongtian: Done! I will deal with the Demonic Qi! Don’t you guys worry about it! Thus, don’t 

ask my disciple to return it to you! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: But… 

The Prime of Tongtian: But? There’s no but! I know that the Black Dragon Bone is too precious for you to 

give it out! Are you trying to use lies to convince my disciple to return it to you while I’m not here? 

Dream on! You can’t take it back! 



Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: This…Jade Emperor, God Erlang, please say something! 

Jade Emperor: *Cough* *Cough*. I think that The Prime of Tongtian did the right thing here! 

God Erlang: The Prime of Tongtian is so wise! He knows the true motive of Lee Jin; the Pagoda-Bearing 

Heavenly King! That guy is really shameless! I despise him! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: (Vomit blood). Both of you! How dare you guys betray me! We had a 

deal in our group chat just now! 

Jade Emperor: *Cough* *Cough*. The queen is calling me. Bye! 

God Erlang: Shit! Xiao Tianquan! You shit around again! Everyone, I have to clean up the place! Bye! 

Xiao Tianquan: (I’m innocent!) 

The Prime of Tongtian: Okay! Problem solved! I shall leave now! 

Everyone: Goodbye! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: NeZha! You are such an unfilial son! I will show you my cane later! 

The Prime of Tongtian: I’m still here! NeZha is still young! No more physical punishment for him! You are 

only allowed to scold him! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: Erm…Yes! I will obey your words… 

NeZha: Hahaha! My dad cannot beat me up! I will go to his vault to steal more stuff and send them as 

Red Envelopes in the future! 

Everyone: Damn! That is great! NeZha will bring us more surprises in the future! 

Pagoda-Bearing Heavenly King: (Crying emoji) 

...….. 

"Hahaha! My Sifu is so damn awesome! So damn powerful!" 

Chen was laughing happily with the cellphone in his hand. He was trying to figure out how to solve this 

problem earlier. Now, his Sifu had helped him solve everything. It is widely known that The Prime of 

Tongtian cared a lot about his disciple all the time. 

"I have to show my highest appreciations to my Sifu!" 

Chen calmed himself down and sent a message to his Sifu. 

Chen: Thank you so much, Sifu! I would have definitely been forced to return this precious item if you 

didn’t show up just now! 

The Prime of Tongtian: You are most welcome! You are pretty determined as well! Luckily, you didn’t fall 

into their traps! There’s nothing I can do if you return it to them. 

Chen: Right! Where have you been, lately? You did not reply to the message that I sent earlier on. 



The Prime of Tongtian: I went to the Primordial Land! It’s completely in another dimension! Have you 

solved the thing that you asked of me? 

Chen: Yes…I have solved it! I asked for a Skybreaking Cultivation Pill from the Laotzu. It worked like a 

charm! 

The Prime of Tongtian: *Cough* *Cough*. You are my disciple and you have to ask for help from others. 

I’m not a good Sifu! Let me give you something as compensation! 

Ding! 

[You have received a Red Envelope from The Prime of Tongtian!] 
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Chapter 263: More Surprises 

"Damn! My Sifu is just too good! He just gave me a compensation!" Chen was all lit up. He tapped on the 

screen, and the Red Envelope was opened. 

Ding! 

[Congratulations! You have snatched a Red Envelope from The Prime of Tongtian! You have received a 

book called; the Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancing Manual! It has been stored inside your 

treasure chest!] 

"Wow! Awesome! I know that it’s some really powerful shit just by looking at its name! Sifu always gives 

me stuff that is so different from other people!" 

Chen got really excited. 

The Prime of Tongtian: Since you have Scholar Heart with you, I will not spend time explaining the 

manual to you. However, you will need to consume some Qi while training with this manual. You have to 

figure out a way to absorb more Qi. 

Chen: Sifu, don’t you worry about that. I have some Qi that I stored as backup earlier. (Grinning) 

The Prime of Tongtian: Good to hear that! But, you need to hand over the Black Dragon Bone to me, I 

will help you to eliminate the Demonic Qi on it. Also, I can help you to craft a Divine Weapon with the 

Black Dragon Bone!’ 

Chen: Divine Weapon? This is great! The Chaos Sword Essence is a really special weapon, but I don’t 

even dare to use it most of the time! My combat power will be greatly enhanced with a weapon that I 

can use all the time! 

Chen opened up his treasure chest after he finished typing his message. He saw a giant bone structure 

that looked like those dinosaur bones displayed in museums. Of course, this is not a dinosaur bone! This 

is the bone structure of Chinese Dragon! It was completely pitch black. One can see halation around the 

bone structure. Its claw and horn look as sharp as a metal knife. 

The dragon was dead a long time ago, but Chen could still feel its powerful presence through the 

cellphone screen. 
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"It will be awesome if this bone structure is crafted into a Divine Weapon! I’m just so looking forward to 

it!" Chen raised his eyebrows and thought. Then, he quickly sent the bone structure to his Sifu. 

The Prime of Tongtian: I have received the bone structure. What kind of Divine Weapon do you wish 

for? 

Chen: I already own Chaos Sword Essence. I’m okay with all other weapons except for sword. I will leave 

this you, Sifu. 

The Prime of Tongtian: How about a saber? Swords and sabers are two different things. Swords enable 

you to pressurize your opponents with your king-like presence. Sabers allow you to pressurize your 

opponents with a powerful and dominant presence. These two weapons will definitely work well 

together! They might even bring you some new inspiration. 

Chen: Great! Thank you so much, Sifu! 

The Prime of Tongtian: Alright…I should leave first…I will contact you once I finish crafting the saber! 

Chen: Goodbye Sifu! 

...… 

Chen closed the chat window. No words could describe his happiness right now! Earlier, he managed to 

snatch seven Red Envelopes! Now, he received another Red Envelope from his Sifu! Soon, he will receive 

a Divine Saber as well! 

"Let me take a look at the items that I received today! Hahaha! I’m so damn excited!" 

Chen took a few deep breaths to calm himself down. All the brand-new items were displayed in front of 

him after he opened the treasure chest. 

"First, there are five Monkey Furs of Prosperity; its function is more than awesome! There are also ten 

packets of Fairy Fertilizer; it can be used to plant my peach trees in bulk! Then, there are ten Unholy 

Spirit Pills! I can feed it to the evil spirits that I captured earlier! But, I still need more if it!" 

Chen took a quick glance at those three items that he was already familiar with. The rest of the items 

were new to him! 

Ding! 

[The Great Priest Bean; personally crafted by Zhang, The Great Priest! It can turn into Bean Soldiers after 

being thrown on the floor. (PS: It must be used with spirits!). Do you wish to withdraw it?] 

"Damn! I thought that it was food! Now, I know it’s some kind item that can transform into soldiers! 

That is so magical!" Chen was lighted up. He heard about it before from some stories that he read some 

time ago. 

Legend has it that a priest used to feed these beans to spirits. He embedded all these beans with his 

charm. Later, all those spirits turn into some kind of underworld soldier! The user’s conscious thoughts 

can control them. Also, they are fearless, thus, using these soldiers to fight for you would definitely 



boost your win rate! Some generals used these soldiers to conquer hundreds of battles in the olden 

days! 

Now, it’s a peaceful time. There’s no need for Chen to fight any battle or conquer any lands. However, 

he did come up with an interesting thought. We will talk about that shortly. Let’s take a look at other 

new items first. 

Ding! 

[Lightning Step; It’s a unique movement skill created by the Xiaoyao Faction! Also, it’s a Duan Yu 

escaping skill! It’s a five-star martial art skill! Do you wish to withdraw it?] 

Ding! 

[God Strength King Kong Kick; a type of kicking skill created by God Chejiao! Six-stars martial art skill! Do 

you wish to withdraw it?] 

"Damn! Five-stars and six-stars skill! This is so damn awesome!" Chen thought, Then, he started to jump 

up and down excitedly with his cellphone in hand. Nutbuster is just a three-stars martial art skill, and it 

had helped to defeat tonnes of enemies! These two new skills can definitely boost Chen’s combat 

effectiveness considerably! 

When it comes to fighting with opponents that are almost as powerful as you, one has to rely on skills, 

weapons, and tactics to win the battle. The more skills you have, the higher the win rate! Also, Lightning 

Step is an escaping skill! Chen can just act arrogantly in front of an opponent that is much stronger than 

him. Still, he will be able to escape from the scene safely. 

On the other hand, Chen had no clue about the God Strength King Kong Kick. He remembered this kick 

being strong enough to turn a football into a cannonball. He was not sure whether this skill would have 

the same function. 

"Alright! Last one! A big gift from my Sifu! I’m ready to be blinded by the awesomeness of this gift! 

Please don’t disappoint me!" 

Ding! 

[Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancing Skill; A powerful skill that is left in the Primordial Land by the 

Witch King Clan! It can increase one combat power by thirty percent! It’s a one-star divine skill! Do you 

wish to withdraw it?] 

"This…This…" 

Chen was still blown away, despite all his mental preparations! 

Martial art skills and divine skills sound similar. But the meaning and value are completely different! Just 

like mortal beings and deities! They are not on the same level! 

"This gift from Sifu is so damn awesome!!! He just gave me a divine skill, just like that! Quick! I want to 

train with it now! I want to see how powerful this divine skill can be!" 

Chen withdrew it without any hesitation. 



There were some ancient characters written in the book. But, Chen managed to figure it out with his 

Scholar Heart. He locked his room and sat on the floor with his legs crossed. After spending some time 

to read and understand the book, Chen took out the Flaming Cloud Spiritual Pendant from his treasure 

chest. 

"I’m not sure if the Qi inside this pendant is enough for me to complete my training! I should try it 

anyway!" 

Then, Chen started to connect his Qi with the Qi inside the pendant. He managed to extract the Qi from 

the pendant into his own body. 

Let the training begin! 
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The Flaming Cloud Jade Pendant is the heirloom of Yap Family. It has been passed from generation to 

generation for a hundred years! The Qi inside the pendant will nourish the owner continually. As long as 

the person does not extract it forcefully, it can be passed on for few thousand years without drying up. 

However, Chen had extracted everything in one go. The sound of the pendant cracking could be heard 

clearly. It was rich in color initially, but now all the color had completely disappeared. Cracks started to 

surface on the pendant as well. 

By sacrificing the pendant, Chen acquired a rich and concentrated Qi. It was like a river that flowed to 

every single part of Chen’s body. Right after that, the Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancement 

training finally began! With the help of Scholar Heart, everything went on smoothly. He could feel the 

burn of Qi in his muscle, bones, skin, and even on the tip of his hairs! They were going through a whole 

new level of transformation. The most prominent alteration that has ever happened to Chen’s Dragon 

Force thus far. 

Qi serves as the source of power for the people at the Qi refining stage. Under the influence of the 

Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancement training, the Dragon Force was absorbing more Qi and only 

grew stronger and stronger. 

Take note that Chen’s cultivation still remained the same, but his Qi was getting more and more 

powerful. 

"I understand now!" 

A revelation struck Chen. Finally, he figured out the true purpose of this training. The person that goes 

through this training can maintain their cultivation tier, but it will boost their combat power. In other 

words, by the end of this training, Chen’s combat power will increase from five thousand to six thousand 

and five hundred! His cultivation would still be the same. When Chen reaches max tier cultivation, his 

combat power will be sixty-five thousand. On the other hand, for another person with max tier 

cultivation, he will only have fifty thousand combat power. 

In a nutshell, Chen will always be stronger than the person that is in the same cultivation tier with him! 

This is going to be awesome! 
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No longer aware of the passage of time, next evening had already struck! In the midst of Chen’s training, 

his mom called him twice to have some food. But, Chen did not stop the training at all. Finally, Chen had 

completed the combat enhancement training. Usually, he can finish a training session within an hour. In 

this case, he had spent almost twenty-four hours training. It was pretty apparent that this training is 

really complicated. Still, the reward from this training is permanent! Worth every single drop of effort! 

After that, Chen drank a bottle of Hundred Herbs Potion to rejuvenate the energy that he had used up 

during the training. 

Ding! 

[Cultivation: Early stage of Qi refining, Health: 5000, Combat power: 6500!] 

"Haha! Normally people will train their health first! But, I just did the opposite! This is beyond 

awesome!" 

He was thrilled, but he did not lose his head. He thought carefully, "I have to train my body to withstand 

this combat power! If not, one day, my body will surely crumble! Looks like, I need to look for some way 

to increase my health!" 

"Chen Xiaobei! Are you here?" 

A woman’s voice could be heard outside the house. The voice sounded sweet, but it has an icy sensation 

to it. 

"Ice Demon Queen?!" 

Chen was shocked. He tidied his room up quickly and rushed to downstairs to open the door for her. 

"Goddess Luo! Why are you here…?" Chen opened the door happily. What he got in return was an 

unpleasant ice-cold stare. 

"I come here to do the acupuncture with your dad! But, your mom insisted that I should come for dinner 

as well! Did you really think that I wanted to see your face!" Luo said coldly. 

"Can you not stare at me the way you are staring at me right now? You made me look like I’m some kind 

of bad guy who took advantage of you!" Chen said. 

"Hmph! You animal! I still remember what you did to me last time! Sooner or later I will kill you!" Luo 

stared at Chen angrily. She started to have flashbacks about the breast massage that Chen did to her last 

time. Chen was bleeding from his nose. Plus, his flagpole had stood up as well! To Luo, Chen is worse 

than an animal! 

Chen scratched his head and explained, "You should be used to it when I massage you the next time! 

Don’t worry!" 

"What next time? There’s no next time!! I shall let you have a taste of my wrath!" Luo was about to 

unleash her anger on Chen. But, she calmed down all of a sudden. That was because Chen’s mom had 

walked up to them. 



She said happily, "My Puti is the best! I have called Chen a few times over to come down for food! But, 

he did not give me any response, at all! But you being here has immediately summoned him! 

Sigh…Someone has forgotten about his mom once he has a wife! 

"Aunty…No…I’m not his wife…" Luo’s face turned red. 

When it comes to Chen’s mom, Luo will always be very polite and gentle. 

"Mom! What are you talking about? Since when I have forgotten about you?" 

Chen smiled. Then, he held his mom on his right side and Luo on his left side. 

"Let’s go and have dinner!" 

Luo’s face got even redder. It would be inappropriate if she shook off Chen’s hand right now. Thus, she 

had no choice but to allow Chen to hold her hand. Chen’s mom cooked some simple dishes, and it was a 

joyful dinner. 

Luo’s status is still placed at the top in Chen’s family. As for Xiaobai, this guy can forget about his meal, 

as long as Luo is here. It’s not because he is some lustful creature. He liked to get close to Luo because 

Luo possessed a Yang item that Xiaobai liked. Lastly, Sirius is Xiaobai’s follower. Thus, he will go 

wherever Xiaobao goes. Also, he gets to enjoy the peaches from Luo as well! 

*Ring* 

*Ring* 

Luo’s cell phone rang. She looked really nervous all of a sudden. She put her bowl and chopsticks down. 

Then, she ran out of the house to answer the call. Chen knew all too well that the call had to be related 

to Neptulon! It was bad! Chen did not go and eavesdrop on Luo, because Xiaobai was still with her. Two 

minutes later, Luo said that she had to deal with an emergency. Then, she left in a hurry. 

After that, Xiaobai jumped to Chen’s shoulder and whispered, "That was a young man’s voice. He 

mentioned something about giving Puti some kind of medicine. I saw her frowning. I think that she’s in 

trouble." 
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Luo went to the rooftop of an old building that people barely paid attention to. It was a mess, up there. 

Apparently, no one had set foot there for quite some time. A man was standing there. His eyes were 

small, and his cheekbones were shown clearly. He definitely looked like some kind of *sshole! But, his 

body seemed really strong and full of energy as well. He had to be some kind of elite. 

"Luo Sister! It’s been some time! You are getting more and more beautiful!" The man raised his 

eyebrows and started to scan Luo’s body with his lustful pair of eyes. Luo wore a pair of light blue jeans 

and a simple white t-shirt today. It was just some casual attire, but she managed to enhance the 

simplicity with her Amazonian like voluptuous figure. No other woman could do what she did. Her looks 

and body was every man's dream. 
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"Bao Linshuang! I have warned you not to look at me like that! Don’t you forget! I’m still your superior!" 

Luo looked at him coldly. 

"Haha! You are still the same! Why don’t you like men?" 

Bao said lustfully, "Let me tell you something. You are not exactly that young anymore. It’s time to find a 

man to nourish you!" 

"Are you done with your bullshit?" Luo’s stare was getting colder and colder. She even started to get 

angry. 

"Chill, sister!" 

Bao said with a laugh, "Let me tell you one last thing. You can always look for me if you have needs! I 

can promise you that I can give you the best service ever! Anything that you want!" 

"You better shut the f*ck up before I slap your f*cking face!" Luo scolded. Normally, she would 

immediately give a few tight slaps to *ssholes like this. However, before she could do what she wanted 

to do, a handful of white powder was tossed at her. 

"Bao Linshuang…You…What are you trying to do?" 

Luo was scared. Her face was filled with shock. Soon after that, she couldn’t feel her body anymore. She 

took a few steps back. She had to lean on the wall to stay upright. 

"Hehe…Luo Puti…I bet that you didn’t see this coming! Hehehe…" 

Bao grinned and smiled evilly, "You are my supervisor, and your cultivation is higher than me. Thus, you 

couldn’t even be bothered about me! Now, you are a piece of meat on the chopping board! I can do 

whatever I want on you! How do you feel? Do you like it?" 

"You have balls…The first rule of Six Doors Organization is to never disrespect someone who has more 

authority than you…Aren’t you afraid of the death sentence?" Luo gritted her teeth angrily. All she 

wanted to do right now was to kick him off the building. 

However, she couldn’t use any of her strength. 

"Hehe…Let me tell you something, since the circumstances have changed." 

Bao said coldly, "I’m the one that decides whether you are still loyal or otherwise! As long as you can 

make me happy in bed, I will tell Poseidon that you are still loyal to the organization! If you continue to 

fight me, I will tell Poseidon that you plan to betray the organization! Well, the choice is obvious, isn’t it! 

Don’t fight me anymore!" 

"You *sshole…Such an underhanded method…" Luo said weakly. 

She didn’t even have the strength to kill herself right now. She could feel something terrible happening 

to her soon. 

"Hehe…I’m an *sshole alright! You can always bite me if you are not happy with me! But, bite here 

please!" Bao pointed at his crotch and walked to Luo with evil intentions. 



"Don’t come here…Just kill me…I would rather you kill me than rape me…" Luo’s face turned ashen. 

She had kept her virginity for the past twenty-four years. So, she can never accept the fact that Bao is 

going to take away her virginity. 

"Sigh…Sister Luo! Come one! Smile at me please…" 

Bao frowned and said in a deep voice, "I really don’t like that ice-cold look of yours! You look like you 

just received the news that your father just passed away! What a mood killer!" 

"Just kill me…You can go and look for other women to have fun with you…Heck…you can even take my 

position…I beg you…Please kill me!!!!" Luo shouted hysterically. 

"Hehe…You wish, jellyfish! I came prepared! Do you really think that I will let such a beautiful woman 

slip past my hands?" Bao laughed evilly and took out a bottle from his pocket. Then, he squeezed Luo’s 

mouth open and poured pink liquid into Luo’s mouth. 

"This…What the hell is this…?" 

Luo was shocked. Then, her vision went blurry. She could feel a fire burning inside her chest. The heat 

spread throughout her body. After that, she started to have some kind of weird thoughts in her mind. 

This was her very first time feeling horny! 

Luo started to feel despair. She was hoping to kill herself a moment ago. Now, her mind was occupied 

with all these dirty thoughts. She knew clearly that she will give in to Bao, really soon. 

"Luo Puti! You are my toy tonight! You will do whatever I ask you to do!" 

Bao shouted arrogantly, "Now laugh! I want to see your horny face! I want the snowy mountain turn 

into a volcano! Hehehe…" 

"Help…Someone, please help me…" Luo used her final straw of strength to shout out for help. 

"Hahaha! You can shout as loudly as you want! No one will hear you and rescue you tonight!" Bao licked 

his lips and extended his hand to Luo’s shirt. 

*POM!* 

The door of the rooftop was kicked open by someone. Chen rushed in, scanning wildly for Luo. 

"Xiaobei…Xiaobei…Save me…" 

Luo looked at Chen. Her delicate eyes were filled with hope and excitement again. 

"Don’t you worry! I will kick his balls for you!" Chen said with steadfast determination. 

Maybe it’s the effect of the drug, but Luo felt that Chen was now some kind of incredible hero that had 

come from heaven to save her. There’s nothing more handsome and cool than Chen at that moment! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 266: A Man Can’t Say No 

"Who are you?" 
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Bao’s stare turned vicious. He was staring at Chen furiously for ruining his plans. 

"It’s none of your business!" Chen said coldly. 

"You…How dare you speak to me like that?! Do you know who I am?" Bao said angrily. As a junior 

inspector in Six Doors Organization, he always had the privilege of overriding the local authorities. Thus, 

he was not happy when Chen disrespected him. 

"Of course, I know you!! You are a dirty scumbag!" Chen scolded. 

"Motherf*cker! How dare you scold me?!" Bao gritted his teeth, and started to emit a strong, 

murderous aura. 

"Hmph! Not only do I want to scold you! I want to kill you tonight as well!" Chen shook his arms and 

formed them into fists. 

"Kill me? Hahaha…" 

It was as if Bao had just heard a funny joke. He started to laugh arrogantly, "What a dumbass! I’m an 

elite in the Jianghu! You can’t even touch me! Let alone kill me!" 

"Xiaobei…His cultivation tier is at the early phase of Qi refining stage…Run if you think you can’t defeat 

him…Don’t lose your life here…" Luo reminded. She had to tell Chen this vital piece of information 

before she passed out. She was worried about Chen. 

"A real man will not say no to battle! Don’t worry! I will send him to the eunuch team real soon!" Chen 

raised his eyebrows and threw a wink at Luo. 

"Son of a bitch! I’m still here! Don’t you dare start to flirt with my woman! Show me some respect!" Bao 

shouted at Chen. 

"What are you? You are not even qualified for me to look at you in the eyes!" Chen shrugged and said 

with a commanding tone. 

"What a motherf*cker! You asked for it! I will kill you now and skin you alive!" Bao’s eyes spat fire. Chen 

had utterly messed his mind up before the fight began. He stomped on the ground and charged at Chen 

with all his strength. 

"What? Are you not planning to use all of your combat power to fight me?" One glance, and Chen knew 

Bao was not completely serious about this combat. He was only using thirty to forty percent of his real 

power. 

"Hmph! I can kill garbage like you as easily as flipping pancakes! You are not worthy of my full strength!" 

Bao said condescendingly. In his opinion, there would be no Jianghu elites in this small city. Chen was 

just another small-time punk with zero combat experience. 

"Is that right?" Chen put on an evil smile and started to charge at Bao as well. 

"That is fast!!!" Bao and Luo shouted at the same time. They didn’t know that Chen had the strength to 

come up with such impressive speed! That’s ten time faster than those who are still at the early phase of 

Qi refining stage! 



"Oh my God…" Bao’s heart skipped a beat. His vision went blurry the next second. All he could feel was a 

heavy punch landing on his right eye. 

*POM!* 

The punch sent him flying. 

*POM!* 

Bao landed on the concrete wall, and cracks started to form on the surface of the wall. 

"Oh my God…Chen is at the early phase of Qi refining stage as well…He is still really young…His future is 

going to be so awesome…Finally… Chen can save me from this situation…" Luo stared at Chen. She could 

feel a sense of security from Chen. 

"You f*cking motherf*cker! Such a despicable person! Why did you act weaker than me just now?" Bao 

was stomping on the floor angrily. He did not suffer any serious injuries. After all, he was an elite with 

five thousand health! However, his right eye was completely bruised. Blood even started to flow out the 

corner of his eye. He could barely open his eyes. Earlier on, he was calling Chen a pile of garbage. Now, 

he’s had a taste of that "garbage’s" punch! 

"Dumbass! I did not act weaker than you just now!" 

Chen rolled his eyes on Bao and said mockingly, "You are the one who did not come at me with your full 

strength! There’s no one to blame except for yourself!" 

"You…" 

Bao’s face was twisted up. Then, he shouted angrily, "Remember! You are the one that forced me to 

come at you at full strength! Don’t fell regret later!" Bao charged at Chen again. 

Chen is not afraid of him at all. He charged at Bao as well. This time, both of them fought with all their 

strength. Within a second, both of their punches collided with each other. 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

Each of their punched contained two thousand pounds of power! The ground shook when their punches 

collided. Blades of wind started to form around them as the battle got more and more intense. The 

sound of the wind was pretty terrifying. 

Both of their combat powers were pretty similar. Thus, they fought on equal footing for some time. 

"I did not expect a punk like you to have such combat power! But, try not to let your guard down! It has 

been three years since I reach Qi refining stage! I’m still more powerful than you! You will surely lose 

after three hundred punches!" Bao gritted and used all his strength in this battle. He firmly believed that 

he would eventually win the battle with his persistence. 



"I’m sorry. I’m getting bored here! I won’t wait for another three hundred rounds to defeat you! I want 

you to die now!" Chen raised his eyebrows, and the Dragon Force inside his body was awakened. He had 

been suppressing his real power just now. He wanted to get used to the changes of the Qi refining stage. 

Now, he will fight with his full strength. 

"Kill me? You must be kidding me! How the hell are you going to kill me?!" 

Bao started to laugh hysterically and said coldly, "We are on the same level when it comes to strength. 

But, the power of my Qi is definitely bigger than yours! Don’t be silly now! You should just sit there and 

let me defeat you!" 

"Are you sure about that?" Chen gave Bao an evil smile that he will never forget. Chen increased his 

combat power by thirty percent in the next second. He destroyed Bao’s defense in less than a second. 

After that, Chen threw a couple of punches with six thousand and five hundred combat power at Bao. 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

*POM!* 

Bao was stunned completely. He couldn’t figure out how Chen’s combat power increased so much, all of 

a sudden. Chen hit his head, chest, and stomach. His bones started to fall apart as well. 

Bao has lost the battle. 
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Chapter 267: Blood On The Bed 

How did Chen become so mighty all of a sudden? The Qi that flowed around them showed that he was 

still in the early phase of Qi refining stage. However, his combat power shot up like nobody business. 

What the hell is happening? That is not logical at all! Luo and Bao’s heads were full of questions marks. 

They just couldn’t figure out what that had happened to Chen. 

Bao thought he was crazy. Earlier, he felt that he could definitely defeat Chen when he unleashed his full 

combat power. However, he couldn’t even defend himself when Chen unleashed the beast inside him. 

He couldn’t do anything about it! 

*PIAK!* 

Chan landed a hefty slap on Bao’s left face. 

*Blarrgghhh…* 

His face was twisted to the left. Blood and teeth flew out from his mouth. 

"Show your right cheek to me now!" 

Chen put on an ice-cold look and ordered Bao. 

"Eh?" 

Bao turned his right cheek to Chen unconsciously. 
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*PIAK!* 

Another slap landed on Bao’s right face. Next, Chen embedded all his six thousand and five hundred 

combat power into his leg. A two thousand and six hundred-pound ultimate Nutbuster kick landed in 

between Bao’s legs. He was thrown ten meters up the sky. The blood that came out from his crotch 

painted the starry sky crimson red. And, thus, one more member has joined the eunuch team! 

"Good…What a nice kick…" 

Luo cheered when she saw the asshole being defeated by Chen. Finally, she felt relieved. Then, her last 

straw of conscious was taken over by the drug that she took earlier. Her head was getting hotter and 

hotter. Her vision was getting blurry as well. The carnal nature of a human being had taken her over. 

In her eyes, Chen was still the hero who came and saved her just now. The only difference was that 

Chen is naked now. Well, this is definitely a hallucination. Luo wanted to strip naked and have some 

great fun with her hero in bed. 

Seeing that Luo was in an unconscious state, Chen stomped on Bao’s throat to take his life. Then, he 

used the body dissolving poison to make his body disappear. There was no trace left at all. A Six Doors 

Organization junior inspector had been erased from this world. 

After that, Chen walked over to Luo and carried her. 

"Eeeekkk…" 

Luo’s body shook. She put her arms around Chen and landed her sweet and moist kisses on Chen’s lips. 

Then, Luo couldn’t remember anything else after that. 

...… 

"AH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 

The next morning. 

Chen was woken rudely up by Luo’s scream. He turned around and looked at Luo, "My sista…Why the 

hell are you screaming so loudly in this early morning…? You have screamed enough last night!" 

"Why are you sleeping in my bed?" 

Luo used the blanket to cover her body. Her eyes were filled with anger. Chen was in Luo’s bedroom. 

Technically speaking, Chen was lying on her bed as well. The floor was a mess. There were socks, 

underwear, socks, and shoes scattered around. Also, a fuzzy and warm atmosphere lingered in the 

room. 

"Listen to what you just said…You were the one who insisted on having me sleep with you last night! 

Why are you asking the obvious?" Chen rubbed his eyes and asked. 

"What?! I…I wanted you to sleep with me?" 

Luo was shocked. Then, she tried her best to recall the events of last night. She remembered that 

meeting up with Bao. After that, Bao drugged her!!! 



She was petrified once again. Then, she pulled up the blanket unconsciously. She found that her clothes, 

bras, and underwear were all missing! 

"Chen Xiaobei! You animal! How dare you take off my clothes! You…What did you do to me last night?!" 

Luo’s eyes turned red. 

"Sista…Please think harder! I did not take off your clothes! You are the one who took off your clothes 

last night! You stripped yourself when you pulled off some sexual dance moves!" Chen sighed. 

"I danced?" Luo looked at Chen, shocked. 

"Yes! You went full crazy mode last night! You were dancing and singing! Then, you jumped on me all of 

a sudden! Please think again!" Chen reminded her. 

This time, Luo’s face turned red. She gritted, "I don’t remember anything! Tell me honestly! What have 

you done to me?!" 

"Look into my innocent eyes right now! Do I look like that kind of person that takes advantage of a lady 

when the lady is unconscious?" Chen asked seriously. 

"Yes! You do look like one of those *ssholes!" 

Then, she continued to say, "No! You don’t just look like those *ssholes! You are the *sshole!" 

Her elegant sapphire liked eyes became teary. 

"Sista…Please don’t cry! I did not do anything filthy to you last night! I swear!" Chen quickly explained. 

He really did not want to see a woman cry in front of him. 

"Really?" 

Luo lifted her blanket up unconsciously. Then, she screamed, "Liar! What’s with those blood markings 

on my bed if you didn’t do anything to me?!" 

"Err…That was the blood from my nose! You were stripping last night! I’m a straight man! How can I not 

bleed?!" 

Chen pouted, "I can show you some pictures that I took last night as proof!" 

"Me? Pictures?" Luo frowned. Then, she took a look at the cellphone beside her pillow. She was stunned 

when she saw her gallery. There were a lot of steamy pictures stored on her cellphone. Photos of forced 

kissing, hugging, ripping clothes and swinging bras around could be found inside the gallery. What’s 

worse was, those pictures were selfies! 

Luo’s face was as red as overriped tomato. Then, she asked sheepishly, "I was unconscious! I didn’t even 

know that I did all those stupid stuff! Why didn’t you stop me?!" 

"I did try to stop you! Don’t you remember biting me when I tried to stop you?" Chen pointed at his neck 

and arms. There were a few bite marks on it. 

"I…" 



Luo was completely speechless. She never thought that she would do something like this! Now, she just 

wanted to dig a hole and hide inside it. 

*Ring!* 

*Ring!* 

The sound of a cellphone ringing broke the awkward moment between them. Luo was shocked. Then, 

she realized that it wasn’t her ringtone 

"Why did you take Bao’s cellphone with you?" 

Luo looked at Chen in shock and said, concerned, "Shit! My superior is calling him! I will be put on death 

sentence if they find out that I have betrayed the organization! They will hunt me down until the end of 

my life!" 

"Hello?" Chen picked up the call without any hesitation. 

"Don’t answer the call! Do you want to be hunted down as well?!" Luo said nervously. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 268: I’ve Been A Professional At Losing In Soccer For The Past Thirty Years! 

"Yes Sir! Luo Puti is doing fine! There’s nothing wrong with her! Alright! I understand! Yes!" Chen 

changed his voice to Bao’s voice. Then, he talked to the person on the other end with a series of simple 

lines. 

He managed to imitate Bao’s voice perfectly. That is how he solved his incident easily. 

"This…How is this even possible?! You sounded exactly like him!" 

Luo was in complete shock. Then, she asked, "What did my superior say?" 

"Don’t worry! He did not suspect anything at all! He wanted Bao to stay here and do what you need to 

do here!" Chen smiled and said. 

"It’s good that he did not suspect anything…" Luo said, relieved. 

"What are you planning to do after this incident?" Chen asked. 

"I will continue to follow up on this matter!" 

Luo continued to say thoughtfully, "I need to know Poseidon’s evil plan! This is my responsibility 

towards this country! Personally, I want Poseidon to be erased from this world! Sooner or later, he will 

definitely come and hunt me down! 

"Alright…That is a wise decision! I will support you spiritually and with action!" Chen said. 

"Action?" 

Luo frowned and said, "I don’t want to drag you into this incident! I would rather risk my own life! 

Poseidon will not hesitate to kill you if he knows your existence!" 

"Damn! You actually care a lot about me!" 
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Chen raised his eyebrows and said evilly, "Regarding action, I can actually help you with a lot of things! 

For example, by extracting the toxin out of your body." 

Luo’s face turned red again. Then, she said, "Can you not talk about what happened last night?" 

"I’m talking about last night. I’m talking about Heart Burning Poison that resides in your body!" 

Then, Chen continued to say in an exaggerated, severe tone, "In a week’s time, the toxin will start to 

react in your body! I will come over and help you extract the toxin out of your body. I don’t want you to 

suffer anymore!" 

*POM!* 

A soft pillow landed on Chen’s face before he can finish his sentence. 

"You animal! Get out now!" Luo screamed. Her face incredibly red! 

Well, one requires an exceptional kind of massage to extract the toxin. She was so embarrassed when 

thinking about a man’s palm touching her breasts. She felt that she had no choice but to stick with Chen 

for the rest of her life. The situation was kind of awkward. Luo gets shy easily. Thus, Chen decided not to 

mess with her anymore. He left the place after putting on his clothes. 

He sat in his car and gave Xiangyu a call. 

"Hello! Brother Yu! I almost had sex with Puti last night!" 

Chen told the things that happened last night to Xiangyu. Then, he sighed, "Do you think that I’m a total 

idiot? How could I miss such a good opportunity?" 

"You are not an idiot! You are a real man!" 

An adorable, serious tone could be heard from the other side of the phone. 

"You have to conquer a woman’s heart before you conquer her body! A man is no different from an 

animal if all he ever thinks of is a woman’s body!" 

"She will unfriend you immediately if you took her virginity last night! Now, she must feel ingratiated to 

you! To her, you are a reliable man! You are getting closer to conquering her heart completely!" 

Chen was all lit up when he heard Xiangyu’s opinion! 

"Damn! Brother Yu! I did not know that you are an expert at such matters! Then, I should feel happy 

now, instead of sad!" 

"Haha! I have been through what you went through last night!" 

Xiangyu laughed and said, "Oh right! When are you coming back to school? I need more Hundred Herbs 

Potion! 

"It’s so happens that I’m coming to school now! I have an appointment with our football team. We are 

going to train together for the upcoming friendly competition!" Chen said. 

"Alright. I shall wait for you then." Xiangyu hung up right after that. 



...…. 

Chen gave two hundred bottles of Hundred Herbs Potion to Xianyu once he reached the school. After 

some talking, Chen got to know that Xiangyu’s health had reached ten thousand! It was a quick 

improvement! Then, Chen asked about how to increase his health in the shortest time possible. 

It was the Primordial Witch King Combat Enhancement Training that helped Chen to win the battle last 

night. However, his body did suffer a certain extent of damage as well. Chen had to drink Hundred Herbs 

Potion to recover from the injury. Luckily, the battle last night did not take a long time to conclude. If 

not, his body would have been severely damaged. This problem has to be solved as soon as possible. It 

so happened that Xiangyu was an expert at improving health. It was definitely not an easy task to train 

Wenyuan’s weak and delicate body to ten thousand health! 

After some questioning, Chen got to know that Xiangyu had come up with a unique training called; 

Emperor Health Ultimate Enhancement Skill! It is used to improve one’s health. Xiangyu would never 

hide it from Chen. He quickly mentioned that he wanted to teach it to Chen. 

However, training to improve oneself’s health is not as simple as learning a new martial art skill. It 

required a considerable amount of time and effort to complete the training. Chen had been really busy 

recently. He simply couldn’t spare any of his time for such a time-consuming form of training. This had 

to be set aside first. Chen went to the football field after saying goodbye to Xiangyu. 

"Run! Run! Watch the cones! Watch the people!" 

The captain; Li Yongbing was acting as a coach. Every single one of them was putting all their effort in 

training themselves under the hot sun. None of them made any complaints. It was pretty apparent that 

they wanted to win the competition tomorrow. 

"Just another pile of garbage!" 

A mean voice could be heard. Meichuan Neiku walked towards them with a team of football players that 

wore black shirts. They started to mock Chen’s team. 

"I have never seen such a weak football team!" 

"You should have watched more football matches! Chinese Football teams are the weakest football 

teams in this world!" 

"According to some statistics, if you take out one thousand Yuan to bet on another team instead of a 

Chinese team, you will be able to earn at least 4.59 million! It’s better than investing in stocks and doing 

business!" 

"Haha! Chinese teams are garbage team!" 

...….. 

They could’ve used Japanese to mock them. Instead, they asked those who knew Mandarin to mock 

Chen’s team in Chinese. This is definitely a form of taunting! 

"What do you mean by that?" 



Typically, the players in football teams are easily offended. Li started to lead his team and surround their 

opponents. 
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Chapter 269: Why Did You Stay? 

"We are just stating the truth! You are going to lose the friendly match anyway! You guys should just 

take in what we say!" Meichuan stared at the Chinese team arrogantly. Those Japanese football players 

were laughing along. 

"The competition is tomorrow! Are you guys coming here to make a scene?" Li scolded loudly. His team 

members that stood behind him put on unhappy looks as well. 

"I really cannot understand your minds! We are just telling you the cold hard truth! We are not the bad 

guys here!" 

Meichuan raised his eyebrows and said proudly, "Prove to us if you guys have what it takes to defeat us 

tomorrow! Don’t just bark at us like some stray dogs!" 

"I finally understand now! You guys are here to spy on us! You want to check us out before the 

competition!" Li stared at them and said. 

"Hehe…Please don’t think too highly of yourself! Anyone of us here can trounce your team! There’s no 

need for us to spy on you guys!" Meichuan laughed arrogantly. 

"F*ck! Assholes! Acting arrogant won’t do you any good!" 

"Anyone of you guys here can defeat the whole team? That sounds exaggerating! You guys will be so 

embarrassed when we defeat you guys tomorrow!" 

"We will definitely do our best tomorrow! We will use the results to prove to you that we are better 

than your team!" 

...….. 

Everyone in the Chinese team was furious. 

"Hehe…Do you want to play a few rounds with us right now?" 

Meichuan raised his eyebrows, laughed, and said, "Xiaoniao, come here and show this bunch of 

weaklings. What do you think?" A guy with long hair walked towards them. This man was not that tall, 

but he was really muscular. His eyes were not that big, but his stare made him looked like he is more 

superior than anyone here. 

"Xiaoniao?! He…He is the legendary football player in Japan; Xiaoniao Beiqie." (Another Chinese pun. It 

means dick was being cut off.) 

"Oh God! He is the captain of the current national team in Japan! How did Meichuan Neiku manage to 

recruit him?" 

"Motherf*cker! What a shameless bastard! How can he recruit a professional football player to his team 

to fight with a university team? How the hell are we going to win this competition?" 
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"Shit…We are so done…We will definitely lose the competition with Xiaoniao on their team!" 

.... 

This is the power of football star. The morale of Green Vine Team was disintegrated instantly, when they 

found out that a national football player was on their opponent’s team. 

"Don’t give up now guys! We have practiced for so long! Our effort will not be in vain! Let’s try our best 

to fight them! There’s no sense of embarrassment even after we lose the match!" Li shouted. He wanted 

to boost the morale of his team. 

"Stop putting up a bold front!" 

Meichuan laughed coldly and continued to mock them, "We have made some arrangements here. We 

will not make you guys look that bad in the field tomorrow! Each of us here will score a goal! 11-0 is 

perfect! Hahaha…" 

Green Vine Team’s spirit was completely gone this time. 

"Damn it! This is so embarrassing! We will become the national joke after the competition tomorrow!" 

"Yea! Those brainless netizens will definitely mock us non-stop!" 

"We might even embarrass our institute! I think we should just surrender right now!" 

"Captain! I want to give up right now! I’m not going to take part in the competition tomorrow!" 

"I can’t take the fact that we are going lose the competition and embarrass ourselves at the same time! 

I’m going to surrender now as well!" 

...….. 

All of a sudden, half of the team wanted to surrender. They were ready to leave the place. 

"Hahaha! A bunch of cowards! Go and back and drink some milk!" 

Meichuan laughed arrogantly. He started to compliment Xiaoniao, "Xiaoniao! The captain of the national 

team really brought forth a powerful impact to that garbage team! This is the best strategy of all time; 

having the enemy surrender without us fighting them!" 

"Well said! Well said! But, that’s because Meichuan Master is just too smart! You are the one that 

thought up this strategy! I’m just your tool for you to order around!" Xiaoniao had been acting 

arrogantly a moment ago. Now, he became a humble servant in front of Meichuan. It showed that 

Meichuan organization was actually very powerful in Japan. 

"Are you bullying my team when the king is not even there? You guys should feel shameful for your poor 

mocking skills!" A condescending voice could be heard from far. Everyone from the Japan team tensed 

up when they looked over to the direction of the voice. A sense of fear could be seen on Meichuan’s 

face. His smile had been completely wiped off his face. 

"Bro Bei…Bro Bei…" 



Everyone from the Green Vine Team cheered up when they saw Chen. It was as if they had just laid their 

eyes upon their most respectable idol. 

"Who is going to leave again? I really don’t want to look down on you guys!" Chen took a glance at the 

people who were ready to leave this place. 

"Us…" 

After Chen’s glance, those who were ready to leave put a halt to their steps. They had their head bowed 

down because they were too embarrassed to look Chen in the eyes. 

"All of you guys are from my fans club, right?" Chen asked calmly. 

"Yes…We are…" 

All of them nodded. 

"Then, I think you should know the motto of my fan club, right?" Chen asked. 

"Yes…We remember…" Everyone nodded, and their faces got redder and redder. 

"What the hell is a fan club?" Xiaoniao asked curiously. 

"No idea! Only God knows what they are talking about!" The team members from Japan Team were 

looking at them, puzzled. 

"I don’t feel right…" Meichuan couldn’t figure out what that was going on as well. But, he could sense 

that something was not right! 

"Tell this bunch of *ssholes, what our motto is?!" Chen shouted seriously. 

Green Vine Team members looked at each other. Then, they follow Li’s hand gestures. They took a deep 

breath before shouting out loud. 

"Don’t be a coward! Just do it!" 

Everyone used all of their breath to shout the motto out loud. It was so loud that their opponent team 

almost went deaf. 

"Are you going to leave now?!" Chen shouted at them. 

"No!!! We are not going to leave!!!" The Green Vine Team responded. They shouted even louder than 

before. All of a sudden, their morale was boosted to the top of the roof! They can feel their blood is 

boiling within them. 

"We will stay and f*ck them up real bad!" 

Their shouting managed to scare their opponents away. 
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"Damn! That is just too damn scary! Too spooky! They were a bunch of cowards a moment ago! Why did 

they become tigers and lions when Chen came? This is just so unbelievable!" 
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Meichuan was still feeling afraid, after running out of the stadium. His football team was still in shock as 

well. For a moment, they thought that their opponents were going to beat them up. 

"Master Meichuan, don’t you worry! I will definitely defeat them tomorrow! They are just a bunch of 

inexperienced university students!" 

Xiaoniao thumped his chest and said confidently, "I’m the king of football in Japan! A professional 

football player! I shall kill myself if I can’t defeat a bunch of newbies!" 

"Alright. Of course, I believe in you!" 

Meichuan nodded and continued to say, "But, in case there are any changes, I’ll have to prepare another 

trump card!" Then, he took out his cellphone and called Wong Xiaoquan. 

"Xiaoquan! Is Mr. Guijiao (Ghost leg) there?" Meichuan asked in a deep voice. 

"Yes! He is here! His flight just touched down! I will pick him up real soon!" Wong reported back. 

"Great! Bring him to the designated hotel right away! I want to meet up with him!" Meihcuan ordered. 

Then, he said, "Is Mr. Yamada there?" 

"No. Mr. Yamada is still waiting to get his hands on a Space Volley. But, he promised me that he would 

reach Green Vine City in five days! By that time, Chen Xiaobei can start to dig his own grave!" Wong said 

in a deep voice. 

"Great! Fantastic! As long as Mr. Yamada is here, we will be able to erase our worst enemy from this 

earth! This is so exciting! Hahaha!" 

Meichuan started to laugh excitedly, "Brothers! Better perform well tomorrow! When you guys win the 

match tomorrow, I will bring you guys to the best brothel here! You guys can do 3P or even 4P! Just do 

whatever you guys like!" 

"Then, we shall thank Master Meichuan in advance! Well, it is impossible for us to lose the match 

anyway! Hahaha…" 

"That’s right! I will kill myself if they manage to defeat us tomorrow!" 

"We must win tomorrow! We will win tomorrow!" 

The Japan Team started to cheer with confidence. 

.... 

On the other hand, Chen had some quick chit-chat with his team to know them more. Then, Chen told 

them something about himsel to the team. 

Then, Li started to scream. "What? Bro Bei! You are a complete newbie to football?! How can you not 

know anything about football?" 

"No way! Bro Bei! We were expecting you lead our team to victory tomorrow! Now, you are telling us 

that you are just a newbie to football…" Everyone around Chen was shocked. 



"Haha…Don’t mind me. I can learn! Plus, I’m a quick learner!" Chen smiled and said. 

"We are going to have our competition tomorrow! You are to learn how to play football now?! Are you 

pulling our legs?" Li said. 

"Just teach me! Trust me!" Chen raised his eyebrows and said. 

Li sighed and said, "The most important about winning a football match is kicking the ball into the goal! 

You need to have great control over your legs to send the ball into the goal! Shooting and legwork must 

work together!" 

"I know how to kick the ball into the goal! All I need to do is kick the ball when I’m close to the goal!" 

Chen continued to say, "Tell me more about legwork!" 

"Damn it! This guy doesn’t even know what legwork is!" Li thought. 

He almost cried. Then, he said, "A good legwork allows you to maneuver the ball past your opponent! 

Also, it can be used to confuse your opponent! Then, you look for a good opportunity and a good angle 

to kick the ball into the goal!" 

"Damn! I like this! It makes me feel like I’m leading the victory!" Chen grinned and said. 

"It’s useless if you just like it!" 

Li sighed and continued to say, "We need a player that can serve as a shooter with excellent legwork…If 

we can’t break their defense…We might just end up in a draw…" 

Everyone around Chen started to get worried as well. From their looks, Chen knew that they were not 

even confident enough to end the game, even as a draw. 

"Everyone! Come on! Cheer up! I know to play football! I will lead you guys to victory tomorrow!" Chen 

said happily. 

"How is this even possible? This is not a video game…" 

"One night of training and you can lead us to victory? Then, everyone can be a legendary football 

player!" 

"Bro Bei…I think you might have overplayed yourself this time…We will be criticized for weeks, or even 

months if we lose the match tomorrow!" 

...….. 

All the negative energy started to spread around. 

"Cut the crap! Since when did I disappoint you guys?" Chen raised his eyebrows and asked. 

"That is true! Bro Bei has never disappointed us!" 

"I think we should just trust him with this! Also, we don’t have any other options either!" 

"Right! Right! Right! Quit talking shit! Trust our Bro Bei! Let’s f*ck them up tomorrow!" 



...… 

All of them had no idea how is Chen going to improve hit skill overnight. But, the name Bro Bei is enough 

for them to put their trust on Chen. Everything is possible with Chen! Chen did not talk anymore after 

that. He headed home quickly. Then, he locked himself up in the room to prepare for the football match 

tomorrow. 

"Since I need excellent legwork to score a goal, I think I need to start with my legwork first! Chen 

grinned. Then, he took out the manual called Lightning Steps from his treasure chest. 

This is a set of unique legworks, courtesy of the Xiaoyao Clan! This skill was written based on the pattern 

of the Eight Diagrams. One will move according to the design of it after the person master this skill. The 

person can come up with thousands of movement patterns at lightning speed. The enemies will be 

confused by it easily. If this skill is used in a football match, Chen would be practically undefeatable. 

Chen started his training without any second thought. This was a five-star martial art skill. Thus, Chen 

needed two hours to master this skill. 

"After this, I should focus on shooting!" 

Chen rubbed his hands and took out the manual called, God Strength King Kong Kick from his treasure 

chest. 

He said excitedly, "I will be able to turn the football field upside down if this skill is similar to the one in 

the movie! Wahahaha!" 

He opened up the book and started to dwell on it. It turned out that this skill was actually pretty similar 

to the one that he saw in the movie! It was an excellent kicking skill! It allowed the person to control 

every single tiny part of the legs. The superb accuracy comes with the immense strength. 

God Chejiao did modify it slightly. Now, the user can use his/her Qi to harden the legs. Not even bullets 

would go through it! 

"Hmph! With this skill, I will be able to destroy those *ssholes!" 


